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The fascinating history of the Cornish Rex began with one curly kitten born to a normal-coated

mother on July 21, 1950 in Cornwall, England. Since that lucky genetic surprise, these delightful,

friendly cats with their large ears, soft, curly coats, and petite bodies have become popular with cat

lovers all over the world. This guide covers all aspects of this wonderful breed, from adopting a

kitten to showing Cornish Rex cats, making this book a perfect introduction to a unique feline with

loads of personality.
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This book is a wonderful reference for the Cornish Rex owner (really someone owned by a Cornish

Rex!) or for people considering taking one of these balls of energy and loving, non-stop attention

into their lives. These cats are a little different... and Greta Huls takes you through background,

grooming, feeding, healthcare and breed standards in a very interesting, straightforward and

informative way. For instance, the information on the breed's intolerance to pre-op drugs is

invaluable and possibly a lifesaver. In addition, the wonderful photographs perfectly illustrate the

Cornish Rex's beauty and character.

Greta Huls has done an outstanding job in presenting the Cornish Rex in this book. She has

prepared the reader well for the fun times ahead with this unique breed of cat.The beautiful pictures

in this book show a wide variety of Cornish Rex colors, sizes and types.Her book is informative to

both the novice and the experienced Cornish Rex owner and breeder. I have used information from

this book in my own breeding program.This book should be owned by every Cornish Rex owner and



is the ideal gift for every Cornish Rex breeder for the new owner.

If you are already Cornish Rex owner or planning to becoming one, this book is a must read. It is a

delightful blend of explanations of quirks inherent with this breed, important reference and medical

information, and is full of beautiful color photos of Cornies throughout.These cats are not your

average housecat and Greta accurately explains life with and love of these curly four-footed

acrobats. As an owner of three Cornies, I cannot say enough positive things about this book!

when i first got my two cornish rex, i read all that i could find on the cornish rex breed, and i

discovered that there were no comprehensive books on them. i really needed some tips + how-to's

specific to rexes. fortunately, greta's book provides that. the text is informative and easy to read, as

well as entertaining. thanks, greta! from one owner who's happier + a little more confident in her cat

care now.

This book is fantastic. It is a wonderful history of the Cornish Rex as well as a great reference about

the breed. This is the one and only book about this particular and very special breed of cat. Greta

took great care to include all sorts of wonderful color pictures, breed standards, health care, and

general information about the breed. I would recommend that anyone who is looking into purchasing

or rescuing a Cornish Rex should buy this book. It is also a wonderful resource for those who are

already owners. Many thanks to Greta for her hard work on this book - it was much needed!

This is a great book for those of you that are interested in the Cornish Rex breed. Greta really

knows the breed from ear to the tip of the tail.......thanks to years of experience.A MUST READ!!!

As a devoted breeder of this wonderful breed of cats, I can wholeheartly recommend Greta's new

book. She did her homework quite well and picked many breeders brains to come up with a great

finished product. And a very much needed book for this breed. A+++++++++

Greta's book is great. It is extremely informative. This is a great book for people with Cornishes in

their family or ones who want to have one in their family. I learned so much more about my cat since

I got her book. Excellent photos! A++++
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